Welcome, welcome, welcome ...
To one of our initiatives to help us get through the long winter tunnel - a
newsletter ! Hardly original but in these bizarre times where separation
and togetherness are strange bedfellows it seems more appropriate and
necessary than ever before. Through a series of newsletters we want to
share our news, ideas and thoughts with you all so you can provide feedback and help us
plan our way through these uncertain times. Although all the contributions this time are
from our officers, we welcome your contributions in future newsletters. We want to keep it
largely short and light so you'll be pleased to know the following article is probably the
longest one you'll have to read.
Covid & Us
In this exceptional year where everything has been turned on
its head its hard to believe a season has come and gone as the
challenges of winter inch closer. In a year like no other we have
had our fortitude and enterprise tested to its limit and for the most part I think we have
responded better than most, in fact I think we have been magnificent.
Unfortunately for some the season never started and consequently we saw very little of
you, our thoughts and best wishes are with you, lets hope this isn't the same next year. Our
hearts go out to those who have experienced personal loss from Covid-19.
In the absence of our normally packed diary we have acted quickly and creatively to provide
bowls and other entertainment for our members, in this respect our committee have
excelled themselves through their support of well thought out initiatives. Whilst we hope
for the best next season, we are mindful that some of our plans this year have been with an
eye to next year and possibly beyond. We will adapt, survive and ultimately prosper if we
are willing to embrace new ways as we have done already.
It has thrilled me to see many newer faces really enjoying this year’s big success in the form
of the Corona singles league, what a joy that competition turned out to be with high
participation, tension and quality right to the very end. Now we look to emulate that
indoors with the skittles league as we finally hand the stage over to our unused and slightly
sad looking clubhouse, but she's got her party dress on now and is ready to play her longawaited part. It's a bizarre irony where we couldn't use our clubhouse all summer but its
now our only opportunity for uniting members, providing entertainment and bringing in
much needed funds, a reflection of how things have played out on a larger national scale I
feel. However, even as I write I hear there will be another lockdown and the postponement
of our skittles league as if to encapsulate thePage
frustration & disappointment this year has
brought already. Lets hope we can start up again after lockdown and in the New Year.

If Covid and our government give us the opportunity to flap our wings just occasionally we
have to be ready, this winter we will prepare for all options and outcomes when next years
season arrives. In this respect we are also keeping a close eye on all Bowls England's
initiatives believing some big changes may be imminent with their new CEO Jon Cockcroft
already making a positive difference. It would be brilliant to be at the forefront of a new era
for bowls when the dust settles. Thankyou for all your support and nice comments, more
than ever before, it means a lot to know you care. Please read through the newsletter
where I have highlighted some of our achievements this year along with plans and
challenges for next year.
Your health is our health, stay strong, support each other, use our club to help you where
possible and let’s be more united than ever before.
Our achievements in 2020
• A hugely popular Skittles afternoon in January (40 players)
• An equally big Darts event in February
• The interior & exterior decoration of the clubhouse
• Newly fitted LED lounge lights
• Creating a Covid safe environment at the Club
• Holding regular zoom Committee meetings
• Putting in Wi Fi and a card reader for payments
• Creating and running the highly popular Corona Singles league
• Setting up an electronic rink booking system
• Public taster sessions for 25 attendees (9 have signed)
• Staging four adapted club competitions
• Holding two outdoor open forums in August
• Contributing strongly towards Bowls England initiatives
What are our biggest challenges for 2021 if Covid prevails?
• Keeping all our playing & social members
• Recruiting more members of all ages
• Adapting our playing fixtures & comps accordingly
• Balancing our income & expenditure
• Creating new social events that could work in such conditions
• Finding new income streams to replace unuseable ones
• Returning our green to the high standard of previous years
• Finding new ways of catering & managing the bar
Ideas & solutions we might want to look at include:
• Other new competitions like the Corona Singles league
• More use of technology for team selections, rotas & social events
• Social events that repeat over several weeks in winter like skittles league
• Sponsorship of events, green surrounds advertising, kit support
• Different forms of membership e.g. weekend . Playing opportunities e.g. Pay & play
• Different external friendly formats e.g. Pairs
• Hiring out of clubhouse for small parties, funerals, christenings, Art exhibitions etc
• A TV screen for quiz nights, race nights, film nights, slideshows, player coaching etc
• Permanent outdoor Verandha & better viewing windows
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• More viewing & seated areas around green

Dinner Dance Presentation Night
Sorry to say this obviously wasn't possible this year, lets hope we can do it next year and
we'll go the extra mile with a really special night's entertainment
Watford & District Bowls Association
On a personal note I wish to inform you all I have resigned as President of the Association
and stepped down as an officer. Although this was not planned, I am happy to dedicate
more of my energies to guiding our Club through this Covid period.
Kevin Clarke - President
Clubhouse News
Here is a brief update on some of the changes that have taken place inside
the Clubhouse.
Prior to the start of the 2020 season the lounge area was repainted, the
old strip lights were removed and replaced with dimmable spot lights.
This gives the lounge a fresh new look with more ambient and adaptable lighting which will
benefit our future events.
Then sadly as we are all aware we faced Covid 19 and lockdown. The Club’s response as to
how we managed to provide Bowls in a safe environment when conditions allowed have
been well covered in our web site.
Inside the Clubhouse you will find other changes have taken place
such as :
• Hand Sanitizer x 2 in the lounge.
Hand Sanitizer in all toilets.
Hand Sanitizer in the kitchen.
We are now able to take Card Payments ( Thanks to Brian
Ralphs)
• We also have installed Wi-Fi for the benefit of all members.(
Thanks to Alan Jones )
The Clubhouse Managers working on behalf of the Committee and all Members will
endeavour to maintain the Clubhouse so that it is Safe for use now and in the future.
Lastly on behalf of Geoff Drew and myself,
Please stay Safe and Well. Bob Anderson – Clubhouse Manager
•
•
•

Ladies Section
Hello Ladies
Well 2020 will be a year to remember - or maybe forget!!! As the point of
lockdown was to protect the vulnerable, I have not been able to get to the
club, but you have all been in my thoughts and how I wished things were
different. Kay (Vice Captain) and I will continue in post until Spring 2021 and let's hope
that things will be better then - but who can tell the future. I hope you will all keep well
and safe and that - in whatever way you can - you all have a contented Christmas.
Anne Furlong – Ladies Captain
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Dear fellow Lady members, I hope that all of you are well and safe. It was
great to see so many ladies playing in the Corona League this summer.
I think it is true to say that we all thoroughly enjoyed ourselves.
It would be great next year to build on this enthusiasm and encourage
more ladies to take part in matches and competitions. To this end it is our
intention to start a Ladies League at Berkhamsted. More information to
follow nearer the time. To our ladies who are a little bit shy we will be offering small group
sessions to both improve skills and confidence and have fun. I know that I will use these
sessions. Again more information next year. Please note Gary’s note about the Watford and
District Friday night league in 2021, Mixed teams are acceptable.
Best wishes to all
Dagmar McKay – Committee Member
Men’s Section
Oh what a year that was! And still is!!
We all had high hopes for a good and productive year and BOOM!
Welcome Corona Virus, or Covid 19, as some call it. I call it a Pain!
What with the lockdown and all the matches that had to be cancelled, this is a
year to forget.
On a positive note, we were still able to run a few internal competitions and the Corona
League, all being deemed as very successful! And thanks to the imagination of our
members, we are now embarking on a Skittles League, and later, hopefully, a darts league!
This should take us out of this year and into the next, where we leave the Virus behind us!!
(I can only pray!). For 2021We have entered the Men’s Watford & District Friday night
league which is two teams of triples and mixed teams are acceptable. This runs for
approximately five weeks from the middle of June. Keep smiling and enjoy life!
Gary Fisher - Men’s Captain
Our Bowling Green and Surrounds
Our bowling green is the very essence of our club. Without it we would not
be the club we are. It takes a great deal of work to preserve and maintain a
natural green to the quality we have all come to expect. From keeping it
green and lush in the summer, grooming it to keep those woods rolling, smooth and even
for a relatively predictable performance. In the Autumn and Winter helping Kevin Brazier,
our green keeper, with turf renovations, keeping pests for digging it up and keeping it clear
of leaves, worm casts and other detritus. That is why we owe a great deal to our volunteer
Green Team who get up early and mow in the summer and swish in the Autumn and Winter.
My thanks go to Geoff Drew, Brian Ralphs, Alan Baker, Allen Schwartz, Dave Drew, David
Brown, Paul Sims, Bill Howells, Tony Smart and Phil Clark. Our green surrounds also take
some upkeep and David Fletcher has done a great job in keeping the grass verges looking
good over the bowling season. For those of you who have visited the club premises recently
you may have noticed some strange objects on the green. These are ultrasonic and strobe
light devices to keep foxes and other pests away from the green, a problem we have had
over the years where they have dug some large holes to catch worms and other grubs.
Touching wood they appear to be working so please keep your fingers crossed.
Tim Bailey – Green Manager
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Committee and Fixtures
The committee have continued to meet on Zoom and have kept up to date
with all the Covid19 regulations. As we have had to delay the A.G.M. until
March, hopefully, all the present committee have agreed to continue until
then.
Fixtures continue to be arranged although who knows what will happen
next season. Bowls England moved their fixtures on by six days and we have all done the
same. We are running last year’s fixture list but it is all moved on by six days. Anne Furlong
has stepped down as fixtures secretary and we want to thank her for all her hard work over
the last few seasons. We are very grateful to Tony Howard who has now taken over this role.
We had hoped to run a Christmas raffle but with the latest lockdown beginning on Thursday
5th November, we have had to postpone this. We are going to try to run a New Year raffle if
circumstances allow.
Thank you for your continued support.
Christine Sims – Club Secretary
100 Club
Hello All.
It seems unbelievable that I am still undertaking the monthly draws in
isolation and via a computer generated system but “what will be, will be”!
There will be two more draws before Christmas and I shall do the
November draw in a few days time.
The club has “sold” 178 numbers in this current year, many members although not all,
having at least one number and several with multiple numbers thus ensuring that all Bowls
Club members - full playing members and social - benefit from the money going in to club
funds. Our 100 club year runs from 1st August to 31st July with £2,136 being taken in this
current year meaning that £1,068 has been paid into club funds & the same amount is paid
out in three monthly prize draws, over the year. Prize draws are currently £51, £25 & £13.
The more numbers sold the larger amount for funds and prizes so please if you would like
another number or buy one for the first time please get in touch with me. (£1 per month is
all it takes!)
Lesley Brown - 01442 866365 or 07850 123441

That’s it for now
Stay Safe and well everyone over the coming months
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